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only a few improvements in sails have been made since the days when
ships were depicted on the old Egyptian monuments. If one of the readers
of this book should invent a cheap storage battery, it might enable the
power of favorable winds to be saved for times when there is no wind.
Such an invention might go far toward solving the great problem of how
the world shall continue to have cheap power when such fuels as coal
and petroleum are exhausted or have risen to exorbitant prices.
Waterpower
This subject is considered in Chapter VI, on "Inland Waters," and
should be reviewed at this point.
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Wood as a Source of Power
The sources of power thus far considered fall into two great types:
(a) powerjlerived from living beings, including both aiiimals_and man;
and "ffi that derived from the movement of air and^ water. We must
now consider aTtKIFcf type,""(Jr) power obtained byburning fuel. Fuel may
be burned slowly as in a firej "or explosively as in a gasoline engine. The
three chief forms of fuel are wood, coal^and petroleum. Let us see what
special geographical conditions cause one to be used rather than the others.
Although wood was originally of great importance as a source of
power, its use for that purpose has reached a low ebb in more advanced
regions. In such regions transporta5on"systems and farmers almost never
use wood for power, and factories use it only for special reasons. Furni-
ture factories have such a reason because they can use their own sawdust,
shavings, and chips. So do the Swedish iron works at Dannemora, where
iron ore is smelted with wood in the form of charcoal. This is partly be-
cause the surrounding forests furnish a vast supply of wood, but chiefly
because certain of the finest grades of tool steel can be produced only
with charcoal.
In backward regions, which comprise more than half the earth's
habitable surface, 3Vpod is still the chief source of power. This is the
case^ chiefly in heavfly forested regions, or else in countries^where the
Difficulties of tran^portationjnakc coal uEduly expensive. In the vast
foreste3"~pTains of northern Russia and SiBeria, Tor example, the great
pileTolTcordwood that one sees stacked upT>eside the railways are fed
into the locomotives and produce a shower of sparks equal to a Fourth of
July celebration. In tropical regions, too, the river steamers often stop
for hours on the edge of the forest to let a crowd of half-naked black men
throw sticks of firewood upon the deck.
In such backward regions the factories as well as the transportation

